**Profile and Purpose**

The fact that Islamic University is founded by The Honorable Elijah Muhammad through the guidance of Allah, holds bright promise for all young black students. The great urgency and need forced upon Messenger Muhammad to build this center is due to the ignorance and lack of knowledge of his people and others. He thinks that he will go a long way towards better understanding and relations between the Nations of the earth.

**This University’s Ideas and Hopes** are to use scholars and scientists of all nationalities. This idea of Messenger Muhammad’s of a university of this type is one that all Nations and races would agree with Messenger Muhammad on the necessity of such a center for his people.

**The Basis of the Teaching** at the University is the knowledge of self and others and self respect and respect for others.

**This Center is Designed to house 12,000** (ten thousand) students of girls and boys and middle aged and aged people who want to be educated. It is designed also for a hospital, technology college, and a children’s hospital and nursery. This would release—says Messenger Muhammad—some of the burdens of the white people’s institutions of this kind for our people. But Messenger Muhammad believes that the white people should aid him financially, to build such an institution as he and his people are poor and would not be able to do so; or anyone who has sympathy for us to do something for self, throughout the world, we would accept it.

**Some of the Courses** of Messenger Muhammad for the University are as follows:

**Chronologic History**

Of self and others

**Technology**

Civil Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

**Astronomy**

Languages

So that the students of the University may be able to converse in the language of the people as the colleges, universities, and institutions of other Nations have provided this means of learning other languages so that we can converse with them in their own language.

**Science**

Of the beginning of education of the people of earth.

**Mathematics**

The science and origin of mathematics.

**Religion**

The various origins of religions and why Islam.

**Medicine**

Students will be under the most highly learned doctors that the institution can acquire.

**Health**

We must have such means of health, and the study of diseases and of preventing them. Messenger Muhammad teaches against drugs for our health, that we might learn to live according to the law of nature. For these courses, Messenger Muhammad desires the best doctors obtainable.

**Such Courses will be able to aid the black man in a better educational understanding between Nation and Nation**.

**Further Ideas of Messenger Muhammad of an Educational Center for His People**

This University, Educational Center, is being designed not to disgrace Chicago and its people, but to increase the beauty of Chicago and its people. Messenger Muhammad desires to purchase the last highrise, where many of his people are now lodging, and then build the drop-off to these highrises, that must taper off to taller buildings of this new ground of an Educational Center.

**The Tallest Building**, that is his idea to build on this ground, should taper off from the highrises. There will be no building of Messenger Muhammad’s that will reach over seven stories. His greatest desire is to buy the last highrise building, of which the estimated cost is not yet known. He has, however, heard that the owners would sell.

**The Will Give the Islamic People one tall Building beside Chicago’s Highrises**, so that the drop-off of taller buildings will be shared by both the University of Islam and the new Chicago highrise building.

**Messenger Muhammad Wants to make such a Beautiful Site that people coming into the U.S.A., whether by land, sea, or air, would admire it. As you may know, Messenger Muhammad in his dealings now with shams; he erases them and puts beautiful buildings there. He hopes to do this, not only on this site but throughout the northside of Chicago, Messenger Muhammad, according to his ideas given to me, to make this northside of Chicago a more respectful and civilized area than ever before since the building of Chicago.

Naturally, it is understood, that we will follow building codes of the city that are binding upon all builders who build in the area of Chicago.

**The Money to be Raised for this purpose runs beyond $50,000,000.00 (Fifty Million Dollars).**

And, he is trying now and hoping with the good promise of financial people of the country, to aid him in doing this work on this site in Chicago and America, which will give better relations for America and the world.

**Farming**

Messenger Muhammad is now trying to contact the best agricultural teachers that he can find, that he may be able to produce the better crops, baring food for people, animals, and fowls. One of the greatest programs of Messenger Muhammad is better housing conditions for the Southern Black farmers, which demands quite a bit of money, and to teach the Southern Black People how to respect self and others—to re-educate the South, out of ignorance and into a civilized and decent way of life.

**Messenger Muhammad Further Believes** that America, as wise as she is and as rich as she is, will agree with him after a knowledge of the truth of his plans for a better people, that he needs finance to aid him. This would come back to them plentifully. All students of this University will pay a certain fee that they are able to pay (which we do not put here in writing because we have not taken a census of the students who can pay and those who cannot pay). But, in this institution, everyone must be able to pay something for their learning. The exact figures will come later for the students’ fees.

**Messenger Muhammad is Demanding Millions** of dollars that only powerful, rich financial companies and governments could supply. And, the writer hopes that you will supply Messenger Muhammad with his needs. Messenger Muhammad says that a spiritual leader of his work could ever lose, for God Himself is behind him and certainly will bless the one who finances him with tremendous success in this life and the Hereafter as well.

**Messenger Muhammad Needs Loans of several millions** of dollars to finance the city programs of Chicago and other cities wherein Islam is suffering for financial aid and throughout the South where he is trying to purchase farm land to raise food for the Black Man and White, if White needs it. He is also teaching the Black People against laziness and to do something for self instead of begging the White Man.

**So, He is Seeking Financial Help** and believes that he can pay on this kind of help under reasonable said terms of the financiers.

**To Give Messenger Muhammad’s Ideas in a few words**: It is to better the condition and relationships of the Black Man here in America.

**I Thank You for Receiving the Ideas and Intentions of Messenger Muhammad for an Educational Center—as he has given to me here to convey to you—on this site.**